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Abstract

The neutron decay of high-lying single-particle states in 209Pb excited by

means of the (a,3He) reaction has been investigated at 122 MeV incident

energy using the multidetector array EDEN. The high spin values of these

states, inferred from previous inclusive experiments, are confirmed by the

present data involving angular correlation measurements and the determina-

tion of branching ratios to low lying levels in 208Pb. The structure located

between 8.5 and 12 MeV excitation energy in 209Pb displays large departures

from a pure statistical decay with significant direct feeding of the low-lying

collective states (3~,5~) Of208Pb. At higher excitation energy up to 20 MeV,

the measured neutron decay is in agreement with the predictions of the sta-

tistical model.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Inclusive spectra of transfer reactions on medium and heavy nuclei show large giant

resonance-like structures which correspond to the excitation of high-spin single-particle

states far from the Fermi sea [I]. Such broad structures originate from the mixing of the

initial single-particle mode with underlying complex states. The first step of this damping

process is usually described as the coupling of the single-particle state with surface vibrations

(particle-phonon coupling) [1,2]. In the following steps, coupling to more complicated con-

figurations (3p-2h,4p-3h,etc...) may occur until the system reaches a completely equilibrated

stage, e.g. a compound nucleus.

Emission of a particle can occur at each stage of this damping process, as illustrated in

Fig.l. The total width F of the decaying state is usually written as the sum of two contribu-

tions FT and F*, referred to as the "escape width" and the "spreading width", respectively.

The escape width F1 is related to the direct decay process, e.g. a fast nucléon emission either

immediately after the primary excitation process or during the first steps of the damping

process, as shown in Fig.l . The spreading width F^ is related to nucléon evaporation from

the compound nucleus, whose corresponding decay channels can be predicted by statistical

model calculations.

The investigation of the decay of high-lying single-particle giant states is an unique tool

for studying the damping process, through the determination of the relative contributions

of the "direct" and "statistical" decay modes. Information about the wave function of the

state can be obtained when the observed decay differs significantly from statistical model

predictions. In this case, one can determine the degree of thermalisation of the mode F*/F,

and the direct branching ratios Fj /F , which measure the coupling to the ground and low-

lying excited states of the target nucleus. These direct branching ratios can be compared

with the predictions of microscopic nuclear models.

The present work is the first detailed study of the decay process for high-lying, high-spin

single-particle states. We report here the results obtained for the decay modes of 209Pb



states excited by means of the one-neutron transfer (a,3He) reaction at 122 MeV. A large

bump located at Er ~10 MeV in this nucleus has been observed in the inclusive spectra

of (a,3He) [3], (20Ne5
19Ne) [4,5] and (40Ar,39Ar) [5] reactions at incident energies around

30-50 A.MeV. The excitation energy, angular distribution and strength of this structure, as

well as the comparison with theoretical predictions [1,2], strongly suggest that it arises from

neutron stripping to the available high-spin outer subshells, i.e. 2hu/2,lji3/2 and l&i7/2.

The experiment has been performed using the neutron multi-detector EDEN [6], built at

IPN Orsay in collaboration with physicists from KVI Groningen, in order to measure neutron

decay channels with high statistics and good energy resolution. The experimental setup and

the procedure for the data reduction are described in the next section. Qualitative results of

the decay experiment may be readily obtained by observing the main features of inclusive and

exclusive spectra, which are reported in Section III. The method of analysis used to extract

quantitative information is summarized in Section IV. This section contains the formalism

for predicting the angular correlations, which is needed to determine branching ratios and

obtain information about spin values, and describes the statistical model calculations which

predict the characteristics expected for a pure statistical decay. The dependence of the decay

properties of the 209Pb continuum states on excitation energy and the corresponding direct

branching ratios Pj/T for the various neutron decay channels (ground state, 3~, 5", etc)

will be discussed in Section V.

II. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

The 208Pb(a,3He-n)reaction has been investigated using an a-particle beam of 122 MeV

delivered by the KVI AVF-cyclotron. The thickness of the 99.9% isotopically enriched

208Pb target was 6.8 mg/cm2. The outgoing 3He particles emitted in a solid angle of 10

msr around 0° were detected at the focal plane of the QMG/2 magnetic spectrograph [7],

using a. multiwire drift chamber [8] backed by a plastic scintillator. The direct beam was

stopped in a Faraday cup placed between the first and second dipole magnets. The position



and angle information given by the multiwire detector, added to time of flight and energy

loss measurements provided by the plastic detector, permitted a good identification of 3He

particles originating from the target. Excitation energies in 209Pb between 3.9 MeV, the

threshold energy for one neutron emission, and 22 MeV could be investigated with a single

setting of the magnetic field. The energy calibration of the focal plane was determined by

measuring the position of 3He peaks corresponding to 13C and 17O levels with accurately

known energy, excited by the (a,3He) reaction on a mylar target.

A detailed description of the EDEN neutron multidetector array and of its performances

has been given in Réf. [6]. It consists of forty cylindrical cells, with a diameter of 20 cm and

a thickness of 5 cm, filled with the NE213 liquid scintillator, which gives good discrimination

between neutrons and 7-rays. They were placed at 1.75 m from the target position. Fifteen

detectors were put in the horizontal plane, on both sides of the incoming beam, from 68°

to 168° and from 190° to 208°, with a spacing of about 9°. The remaining detectors were

arranged in two shells above and below the horizontal plane at azimuthal angles of ±9°.

In addition a Ge(Li) detector was placed at 90° in order to detect the 7-rays emitted

either by the primary 209Pb nucleus, or by 208Pb and 207Pb after emission of one and two

neutrons, respectively. Its efficiency at 25 cm from the target was about 0.4.10~3.

The energy of the neutrons was deduced from a time of flight measurement, with the

stop signal being provided by the RF signal of the cyclotron. Instabilities in the arrival of

the beam burst on target with respect to the RF signal were accounted for by checking the

position of the time peak corresponding to prompt 7-rays. The energy resolution ranges from

60 keV at 1 MeV to 500 keV at 6 MeV, as determined [6] by the calibration measurement

with a mylar target.

In order to extract quantitative information from the data, it is necessary to know accu-

rately the absolute intrinsic efficiency e of each individual neutron detector as a function of

neutron energy En. The intrinsic efficiency of one cell for En between 0.5 and 6 MeV was de-

termined experimentally by measuring neutrons emitted from a 252Cf source in coincidence

with fission fragments, for various thresholds on the energy deposited in the scintillator [6].
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The dependence of efficiency versus neutron energy above 0.5 MeV was parametrized in the

form Sf=i ailBn(i = 1? 6)j the o, coefficients being obtained from a fit to the data. The re-

sults are in very good agreement with those of Monte Carlo calculations for neutron energies

above 2 MeV, whereas the experimental efficiency is about 10% higher than the predicted

one at lower energies, as discussed in Réf. [6]. For the 60 keV electron-equivalent energy

threshold, used in the present analysis, the absolute intrinsic efficiency of one NE213 cell

ranges between 30% and 55% in the 0.5-6 MeV neutron energy range, ensuring an overall

efficiency (including the total solid angle) of the multidetector eflr/^ir slightly above 1%.

The efficiencies e(En)Ct/4v are expected to be identical for each individual detector due

to the geometrical arrangement, provided that electronic fluctuations inducing some uncer-

tainty on the effective threshhold values are negligible. This was checked in a preliminary

experiment by counting neutrons emitted by an Am-Be source placed at the target position.

The start signal of the time of flight measurement was given by the 4.43 MeV 7-ray from

the reaction 7Be(a,n)12C. The average fluctuations of relative efficiencies Ae/e versus the

mean values were found to be about 7% for neutron energies above 1 MeV and 15% for the

0.5-1 MeV energy range. Special care was taken to check the calibration of each detector

at different stages of the experiment, using 241Am and 137Cs 7-ray sources. Only neutrons

with energy above 0.5 MeV were considered in the analysis, due to the large uncertainty in

the efficiency at lower energies.

Multiparameter events corresponding to a coincidence between the focal plane plastic

scintillate/ and the EDEN or Ge(Li) detectors were registered on magnetic tape, together

with scaled-down single events for absolute normalization of coincident data. The 600 ns

width of the coincidence window allowed us to simultaneously record random events for

subsequent subtraction. In the typical conditions of the experiment (about 5000 counts/s

in one EDEN cell and 8000 counts/s in the focal plane detector for O.SnA beam), the ratio

of true to random coincident events was about 1.2.

Two dimensional true+random and random [EiHe ~ En] energy spectra obtained for

each detector have been corrected for efficiency effects. They were further transformed into



[EXa — EXb] spectra, where EXa is the excitation energy in 209Pb and EIb is defined by the

following expression:

Ex, = EXa - En(CM.) - Sn, (1)

Sn being the one-neutron emission threshold (3.94 MeV).

In the case of one-neutron emission, EXb is the excitation energy of the final level in

208Pb fed by the neutron decay. Above the two-neutron emission threshold, a spectrum

displayed as a function of EXb corresponds to the sum of neutrons from decay to 208Pb states

and neutrons emitted from subsequent decay to 207Pb. On the other hand, only rather low

statistics could be obtained for these triple-concident (3He — n — n) events, as shown in

section V. Data were finally extracted from projected EXa and .B16 spectra, obtained after

subtraction of random events. The widths of the energy bins were chosen in order to get

sufficient statistical accuracy for the data. In particular, angular correlations were measured

for variable bins Of209Pb excitation energy ranging from 0.5 MeV to 4 MeV, after summation

of two or three detectors at the same angle. On the other hand, 0.2 MeV energy bins were

used for the extraction of branching ratios, as shown below.

Qualitative results can be readily obtained by considering EXa and EXb projected coinci-

dent spectra, summed over all the detectors for the whole energy range under study. They

will be shown in the next section, together with the inclusive 3He spectrum. In addition, we

will present 3He spectra in coincidence with 7-rays observed in the EDEN detectors and in

the Ge(Li) detector.

III. INCLUSIVE AND EXCLUSIVE SPECTRA

A. -(a,3He) singles events

The (a,3He) spectrum observed for singles events is shown in Fig 2(a). It is dominated

by a large asymmetric bump located in the 8.5-12 MeV region with a maximum at ap-

proximately 10 MeV. Narrow peaks can be observed below 8.5 MeV, superimposed on a
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slowly rising continuum, whereas the region above 12 MeV displays a monotonie decrease

of the cross section with energy. Above 20 MeV, the spectrum is dominated by a large

peak (not displayed in Fig.2(a)) due to hydrogen contamination of the target. On the other

hand, carbon and oxygen contaminants (labelled with "c" in fig.2(a)) only make quite small

contributions to the 3He spectrum at excitation energies above 4.5 MeV.

In the previous experiment performed at 183 MeV [3], the giant resonance-like structure

observed around 10 MeV was embedded in a large continuum rising with excitation energy.

The origin of this continuum was attributed to three-body events such as the break-up of the

incident a-particle. This underlying background appears to be considerably reduced in the

inclusive spectrum at 122 MeV. The determination of the centroid energy E and full width

at half maximum (FWMH) essentially depends on the amount of the continuum which is

subtracted. Assuming a straight line like the one displayed in Fig.2(a), we obtain E=9.7

MeV, FWMH=2.6 MeV. Using other different reasonable assumptions for the background

leads to an estimate of the uncertainty on both values of about 0.3 MeV. These characteristics

are consistent with the previous results [3].

B. -(a,3He) coincident events

The general features of the 3He spectrum of Fig.2(b), measured in coincidence with

neutrons, are quite différent from those observed in the inclusive spectrum of fig.2(a). In

particular, the position of the maximum of the 10 MeV structure appears shifted upwards by

about 1 MeV and some peaks observed at low excitation energy in the singles spectrum are

missing. Moreover a second bump is observed around 16 MeV, where the inclusive spectrum

displays a structureless continuum. It will be shown in section V that such behaviour

originates from the competition between the 7,11 and 2n decay channels. This may be

qualitatively understood by considering the (a,3He) spectra in concidence with 7-rays.

The spectrum of 3He events in coincidence with all 7-rays detected by EDEN is shown

in Fig.2(c). In the low energy part, it displays narrow peaks which are not observed in



the neutron-coincident spectrum of Fig.2(b). Additional information about the origin of

the emitted 7-rays can be obtained by studying the 3He events in coincidence with 7-rays

detected by the Ge(Li) counter. With the 3 keV energy resolution of this detector, some

7-rays can be readily identified with well-known transitions in 209Pb and 208Pb , although

the low statistics of the Ge(Li) data does not allow the identification of all the 7-rays emit-

ted in the decay cascade. In particular the 779 keV and 1423 keV secondary transitions

are clearly observed in coincidence with 3He particles in the region below 8 MeV excitation

energy. These 7-rays correspond to the ground state decay of the low-lying Uu/2 and \j\5 ••>

particle states in 209Pb. The 3He spectrum in coincidence with at least one of these two

209Pb transitions is displayed in Fig.2(d). It is therefore evident that a competition between

neutron-decay and gamma-decay exists in a large region above the neutron emission thresh-

old of 3.9 MeV, producing the observed distortion in the exclusive spectrum in coincidence

with neutrons. This inhibition of neutron emission up to 4 MeV above the threshold can

only be explained by the effect of the centrifugal barrier for neutrons with large angular

momentum. The narrow peaks observed in Figs. 2(a) and 2(c) may then be interpreted

as due to the excitation of levels with high spin values, for which neutron-decay is heavily

hindered due to low penetrabilities.

A large bump is observed between 8 and 15 MeV in the 3He spectrum of Fig.2(c),

coincident with all the 7-rays detected by EDEN. In this region, the Ge(Li) spectra displays

strong lines at 2613 keV and 583 keV, related to the 7 decay of the lowest 3~ and 5~ states

in 208Pb, which are fed either directly by the neutron decay or by 7-rays originating from

higher-lying levels. The corresponding 3He spectrum associated with one-neutron decay

to 208Pb is shown in Fig.2(e), which displays the same 8-15 MeV bump as in Fig.2(c).

Therefore, one observes one-neutron decay followed by 7-emission in a large region above

the two-neutron emission threshold of 11.3 MeV, whereas the two-neutron emission process

is predominant only above 15 MeV. On the other hand, only a very low rate of 7-emission

from 207Pb is associated with two-neutron emission below this energy, due mainly to the

feeding of the ground state and of the J*=13/Z+ isomer at 1.633 MeV. It will be shown in
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Section V that the second bump centered at 16 MeV in the neutron-coincident spectium

of Fig.2(b) corresponds to the slow rise of the neutron multiplicity from the two-neutron

threshold to this energy.

C. Total neutron decay spectrum

The neutron spectrum from the decay of the 4-20 MeV energy bin in 209Pb, summed over

all EDEN detectors, is displayed in Fig.3 as a function of the final energy EXb. Transitions

to discrete states in 208Pb are observed as sharp peaks. One observes a strong excitation

of the ground state and the low lying collective states at 2.61 Mc'/ (J"=3~) and 3.20 MeV

(J*=5~). Excitation of the 4~ level at 3.47 MeV and of the second 5~ level at 3.71 MeV

can be observed in the summed spectrum, although it is not possible to extract detailed

information about the population of these levels. Using a peak decomposition procedure,

one can estimate that these two levels only contribute to about 15% to the neutron peaks

at 3.2 MeV and 4.0 MeV, respectively.

From the peak decomposition analysis, one may deduce that the main contribution to

the peak observed around 4 MeV is due to the neutron decay to the 7~ level at 4.03 MeV.

The 8+ level at 4.61 MeV is also clearly populated. The broad peak centered at 4.9 MeV

excitation energy is an unresolved multiplet of states, with a shape consistent with a strong

population of the next yrast 1O+ level at 4.89 MeV. The interpretation of the bump observed

at about 10 MeV in 208Pb is not straightforward, as the EXt spectrum above the 7.4 MeV

neutron emission threshold may result from the addition of the primary neutron spectrum

to the one corresponding to a second neutron emitted by a high-lying excited state in 208Pb.

This will be discussed in section V.

IV. DATA ANALYSIS

The analysis of angular correlation data provides quantitative results about experimental

branching ratios and also may give some information about the spin values of the emitting
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states, as shown in subsection IV.A. In a second step, one has to estimate the contribution

of statistical decay to the data in order to extract direct branching ratios PÎ/F, which can

be compared with the predictions of microscopic models. The procedure which has been

adopted and the resulting ingredients of the statistical model calculations are described in

subsection IV. B.

A. Angular correlation analysis

1. Theoretical angular correlations deduced from DWBA calculations

In an axially symmetric system, the angular correlation for the decay of an initial state

of spin J0 to a final state Jb can be written [9-11]

W(B) = (2 J0 + 1)» £E < J0J0K - Ma|fcO > P(Ma)Fk(a,b)QkPk(cos0) . (2)
k Ma

The density matrix elements P(M0) , giving the relative population of its magnetic

substates M0, contain all information about the alignment of the emitting state . The

spin dependence of the correlation is given by the Fk(a,b) coefficients, which are linear

combinations of geometrical recoupling coefficients and depend on the interference of the

partial waves ( l , j ) involved in the decay process [U]. The sum of Legendre polynomials is

limited to even values of k with

kmax = min[2Ja,max(2/),max(2j)] (3)

In the particular case of neutron decay to the O+ ground state, only one partial wave

exists so that Fk only depends on the spin value of the initial slate. The attenuation of the

angular correlation due to the finite size of the neutron detectors is recounted for by the Qk

coefficients, which are calculated using the procedure of Réf. [12].

In the (a,3He) reaction on a target with zero spin, considering the spin value of the

incoming and outcoming particles, only the magnetic substates M0 = ±1/2 can be populated

at 0°. However due to the 3° opening angle of the spectrometer, the population of other
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magnetic substates is different from zero. The P(M0) values can be deduced [13] from

the reaction amplitudes 0Ma(Q3He) calculated for the excitation process, by averaging the

quantity /?Ma(&He)/?A/a(&Ke)/£A/0 |/W
3"e)l2 over the solid anSle-

The reaction amplitudes have been calculated using the code DWUCK4 [14], which

assumes that the emitting nucleus has been populated via a direct transfer to a resonant state

with spin J0, using the distorted wave Born approximation (DWBA) formalism. Stripping

to unbound states is calculated using the Vincent and Fortune method [15].The optical

potential parameters in the entrance and exit channels were those used in the DWBA analysis

[3] of the same reaction at 183 MeV. Standard parameters r0=1.25 fm, a=0.65 fm, A=25,

were used for the neutron form factor. Calculations performed at 122 MeV incident energy

predict the same preferential excitation of high-spin single-particle states as at 183 MeV, with

the cross section increasing with spin value. Cross sections at forward angles are expected

to be four to five times larger for !^17/2 states than for !713/2 states, at equal spectroscopic

strengths. Moreover, the ratio of theoretical cross sections for !/!17/2 and 2fcu/2 transitions

is found to vary from 6 to 40 between 6 and 10 MeV excitation energy.

Averaged density matrices and the resulting theoretical angular correlations have been

calculated using the particle-particle angular correlation code CORELY [13] for various

assumptions of initial spin values and nlj transfer. The values of P(±l/2) are typically

about 70% for J0 >7/2 states, with the remaining strength strongly concentrated in the

magnetic substates Af0 = ±3/2. These values were found to be weakly dependent on the

excitation energy. Additional DWBA calculations with other reasonable sets of optical

parameters [16] were found to give similar results.

Shapes of the angular correlations for ground state transitions are displayed in Fig.4. The

maximum neutron yield is obtained at 180°. For opening angles of both the spectrometer

and neutron counters equal to zero, the theoretical value of H^(ISO0) would be «7a+l/2.

In the present experimental conditions, the global attenuation of neutron yield at 180° is

about 30%, as shown in Fig.4. It appears clearly that spin determination through angular

correlation measurements strongly depends on the backward angle data.
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Similar backward enhancements of neutron yields have also been calculated for transi-

tions to excited states, in the particular case where only one partial wave (f,j) with the

minimum value | J0 — Jb\ is involved in the decay. This limitation to one main partial wave

is a good approximation in the case of low energy neutrons, for which the centrifugal barrier

inhibits the emission of partial waves with higher j-values. Otherwise, calculations for tran-

sitions to final levels with Jf, ^ O require a detailed knowledge of the wave function of the

emitting state, in order to account for interference terms in the Fk coefficient of Eq. (2).

2. Determination of experimental branching ratios

The present analysis of the angular correlation W(O) of neutrons emitted from an energy

bin in the (a,3He) continuum implicitely assumes that they result from the sequential decay

of several states with different possible spin values, without parity mixing. In such a case,

the angular correlation is given by the addition of the individual contributions as expressed

in Eq. (2). The number of counts JVa_6(0) corresponding to the neutron decay of an energy

bin around EXa in 209Pb, to various final levels EXb in 208Pb, extracted for each EDEN

detector or group of detectors, may be expressed by the following expression:

Na-,b(6) = £ AkPk(COsO) = A0W(B) . (4)
fc

The sum runs over even values of k, with a limitation on kmax depending on spin and

orbital angular momenta according to Eq.(3).

The angular correlation is therefore expected to be symmetric with respect to 90°(c.m.).

The origins of possible asymmetries in the correlation may arise from interferences between

the contributions of several overlapping 209Pb states with different parities or the presence

of a significant contribution of break-up processes to the (a,3He-n) cross section. The most

forward laboratory angle of the experimental correlation is 68°, which allows us to test if

these contributions may be reasonably neglected.

From the A0 normalization coefficient of the correlation, one can deduce the experimental

value of the branching ratio 5a-»6 for the a — > 6 transition using the expression:

12



r1, (s)

where eîî/4ir is the global efficiency of an individual counter and N1 is the number of

corresponding events observed in the singles spectrum.

Branching ratios J5a_6 and the angular correlation function W(O) have then be deter-

mined by a least square fitting procedure, minimizing the quantity

i

where n is the number of degrees of freedom for the fit and (TJ is the uncertainty assigned

to the neutron yield at angle Bj. This was done for all values of the maximum order of

the Legendre polynomial series up to kmax=16. The adopted value of -B0-.& was the one

corresponding to the value A1710x = k^ giving the lowest value of x2. Within the error bars,

the value of /?a_b was found to be nearly independent of the value of kmax.

In the case of one-neutron emission to a level or group of levels in 208Pb, the branching

ratio Ba->b should be identical to the ratio of the partial neutron width to the total width

Fo^t/F, provided that the neutron energy is larger than 0.5 MeV and that the total (a,3He)

cross section in the singles spectrum corresponds to excitation in 209Pb. If this is not the

case, in particular when an underlying background is present in the inclusive spectra, the

F0 -,{,/F branching ratio will be underestimated by the present analysis. The results will be

shown in the next section.

Angular correlations W(O) determined for transitions to the ground state have been com-

pared to the theoretical functions displayed in fig.4 for different spin values of the emitting

states in 209Pb, in order to determine if one of these states are predominant in the excitation

energy range. In the case of transitions to the 3~ and 5" states, the experimental correla-

tions have been compared to functions calculated for different J0 values according to Eq.(2),

using the simplifying assumption of only one (1 j)partial wave contributing to the decay. A

possible emission by two states with different spin values has also been accounted for by

fitting a weighted sums of the corresponding angular correlations to the data. The results
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of the angular correlation analysis, in terms of spin assignments and branching ratios will

be discussed in section V.

B. Determination of the statistical contribution

1. Direct branching ratios extraction procedure

Once the experimental decay properties of continuum states in 209Pb have been estab-

lished, one must examine whether the results are consistent with the assumption of decay

of a completely equilibrated compound nucleus. In such a case, the branching ratios for

the population of the different final states are fully determined by spin distributions in the

compound nucleus, level densities in the residual nuclei and transmission coefficients, and

can in principle be predicted by the statistical model. One has to investigate the sensitivity

of the statistical model calculations to these more or less firmly established parameters to

determine if some reasonable choice of input parameters reproduces the measured decay

branching ratios in a satisfactory way. This can be done by comparing the experimen-

tal neutron spectra, corrected for detector efficiency, to the calculated spectra folded with

the energy-dependent resolution, after suppression of neutron energies below the 0.5 MeV

threshold.

If these attempts to predict the data by statistical calculations are unsuccessful, one

may conclude that there is evidence for an additional contribution to the decay, namely

the direct decay. The fraction F of inclusive cross section decaying by statistical emission,

namely the degree of thermalization of the system, may be estimated by normalizing the

calculated neutron spectrum (where the number of decaying nuclei is given by the number

of counts in the inclusive spectrum) to the experimental one. This normalization is usually

done by superimposing the low-energy neutron regions of both spectra, with the condition

that the statistical spectrum does not exceed the experimental one anywhere.

High energy neutrons observed in excess of the normalized statistical spectra are assumed

14



to originate from the direct emission process. The contribution of the statistical decay

process to the measured branching ratio is taken as the product of the factor F by the

branching ratio (Ti/T)caic calculated using the statistical model. The direct branching ratios

may be therefore extracted using the relation:

r,T/r = (i

S. Statistical decay calculations

The calculations have been performed using the code CASCADE [17], based on the

Hauser-Feshbach formalism. The sensitivity to input data, i.e. transmission coefficients for

the emitted neutrons, dominant spin values in the emitting compound nucleus and level

densities in the residual nuclei, is discussed below.

a) Transmission coefficients

Transmission coefficients for neutrons have been evaluated using the optical potential

from Wilmore and Hodgson [18]. The use of a different set of optical potential parameters

(Rapaport et al. [19]) leads to only small differences in the final results. In particular

statistical branching ratios to the 3~ and 5~ calculated for neutrons emitted from the 8-12

MeV structure were found to differ by less than 15% using these two different assumptions.

b)Distributions of spin values in the compound nucleus

The second important input data are the distributions of initial spins in 209Pb as a

function of excitation energy. Information on the distribution of single-particle strengths

between 6 and 12 MeV excitation energies in 209Pb have been obtained previously from a

DWBA analysis [3] of the 208Pb(a,3He)209Pb at 183 MeV, showing mixing of L=5,7 and

8 angular momentum transfer. The results of this analysis have been used as a starting

point for the statistical model calculations. An example of the dependence of the calculated

statistical decay spectra on different assumptions for the initial spin distribution will be

shown in Section V. The adopted spin distributions, giving the best agreement between the
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calculated and experimental decay properties - i.e the relative population of the final states

in 208Pb and the neutron multiplicity- are displayed in Fig.5. In particular, the decay results

between 9 and 12 MeV are consistent with a predominant excitation of 17/2+ states, which

is in agreement with the DWBA results of Réf. [3].

Above 12 MeV excitation energy in 209Pb, the measured ratio of two-neutron over one-

neutron decay can only be reproduced by the calculations with high spin initial states as

input data, in agreement with the known selectivity of the (a,3He) reaction for transferring

high angular momenta. In this region, we have used the predictions [20] of the Bonaccorso-

Brink model [21] which describes stripping reactions to continuum states. From this calcu-

lation, the inclusive (a,3He) spectrum results from the addition of different L contributions,

with L=8, 9 and 10 waves being predominant in this energy range. The additional assump-

tion J,=L+l/2 was made in order to obtain the spin distributions shown in Fig.5 for energies

above 12 MeV.

cJLevel densities

From a practical point of view, the CASCADE code has the crucial advantage of allowing

the inclusion of a number of discrete states in the level densities . All the experimentally

known discrete states up to around 5 MeV in 208Pb, 3.5 MeV for 207Pb and a few MeV for the

neighboring nuclei have been included. At higher energy, level densities are parametrized

using the analytic form of the back-shifted Fermi gas model. The main parameters [17]

are the term a, giving the energy dependence of the density, the pairing energy A and the

effective moment of inertia 7. In the energy region just above the highest discrete levels

and below an energy Ej (commonly chosen equal to 60.A"1/3 MeV), these parameters are

those empirically determined by DiIg et al. [22]. At very high excitation energy (above

EI = 12OA"'''3 MeV), these parameters are those predicted by the Liquid Drop Model [17].

Between these two regions, a linear interpolation of these parameters as a function of the

excitation energy is made by the code.

It can be noticed that the statistical decay of the high spin states excited by the (a,3He)

reaction predominantly populates high spin states in 208Pb and that the extrapolation of
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the Dilg parametrization obtained for low spin levels may be questionable. Some minor

adjustments of the density parameters used in the code have therefore been made in order

to avoid discontinuities at the borders of the energy regions defined above. The results of

these adjustments are shown in fig.6 for narrow energy slices at 16.5, 13.5 and 10.5 MeV in

209Pb.

At 13.5 MeV, the exponential part of the neutron spectrum corresponds to decay to

the 5-8.5 MeV excitation energy region in 208Pb. Statistical calculations using Dilg density

parameters for this region do not predict the correct energy dependence of the neutron

spectrum (dotted line in Fig.6(b)). Much better agreement is obtained by changing the

interpolation region [Ei - E2] from [10-20 MeV] to [6-12 MeV], thus increasing the 208Pb

level density used in the calculation. An additional adjustment has to be made in order to

avoid the discontinuity between the region of discrete levels and the low-energy part of the

calculated level density in 208Pb. This was achieved by multiplying the calculated density

by a factor N, this factor varying linearly between 0.6 at 5 MeV to 1 at 10 MeV. The effect

of these adjustments on the calculated spectra are shown as solid lines in Fig. 6(b) and 6(c).

A similar adjustment of the parametrized level density in 207Pb has to be made in order

to reproduce the neutron spectrum from the decay of 209Pb at higher excitation energies

where two-neutron emission is predominant. This was done by adopting the Liquid Drop

Model expectation value of the a parameter above 3.5 MeV excitation energy in 207Pb,

and fixing the [E\ — E^] interpolation region for the / and A parameters to [3.5-9.5 MeV].

Fig.6(a) compares the experimental neutron spectrum at 16.5 MeV excitation energy with

the results of statistical calculations, using standard (dotted line) and adjusted (full line)

level density parameters. The data are well reproduced by the adjusted parameters, which

correspond to a level density in 207Pb higher than the one predicted by the parametrization

of réf. [22].
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V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The inclusive and exclusive 3He spectra of Fig.2 may be divided into three différent

parts: the low energy region below 8.5 MeV, where there exists a competition between

neutron and 7-ray emission, the region of the bump up to about 12 MeV and the continuum

above. The experimental results obtained in these three regions are reported in Section

V. A and compared with the predictions of statistical decay calculations. Section V.B will

be particularly devoted to the results concerning the extraction of direct branching ratios

in the bump region, which can be compared with the detailed predictions of the available

microscopic nuclear models.

A. Branching ratios, spin assignments and comparison with statistical calculations

Neutron branching ratios Ba—b corresponding to decay to levels or groups of levels in

208Pb and to higher energy bins in the spectrum of Fig.3 have been systematically determined

for each 200 keV energy bin between 4.5 MeV and 20 MeV excitation in 209Pb. The energy

dependence of the branching ratios is plotted in Fig. 7 for the transitions to the 208Pb ground

and excited states, e.g. 3~ at 2.61 MeV, 5~ at 3.20 MeV (including a weak contribution of

the 4~ level at 3.47 MeV), and groups of high spin levels at 4.0 and 4.9 MeV.

The ground state branching ratio is found to be approximately constant from 4.8 MeV

to 7 MeV. These two energies correspond to the threshold for neutron decay to the ground

and 3~ states, respectively, with a 0.8 MeV shift probably due to centrifugal barrier effects.

Above 7 MeV, the ground state branching ratio drops very quickly below 10%. Branching

ratios for excited states display a similar behaviour with increasing excitation energy, e.g.

a sharp rise just above their own emission threshold, and then a rapid decrease above

the threshold for the decay to the next populated state at higher energy. A qualitative

explanation to this abrupt change at the opening of each new neutron channel, implying more

and more large spin values of the final state (0+,3~,5~,7~,8+,...), is readily obtained by
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considering the high-spin values of the initial state and the large differences of transmission

coefficients for low-energy neutrons with different angular momenta

The sum of the partial branching ratios Ba-.b is the multiplicity of neutrons with energies

above 0.5 MeV. The dépendance of the experimental multiplicity on excitation energy of

209Pb states is shown in Fig.8. The relative uncertainty on the multiplicity is estimated to be

about 15%, due to the combination of statistical errors on branching ratios and systematic

uncertainties in the absolute efficiencies of the neutron detectors. The predictions of statis-

tical calculations for the multiplicity of neutrons with energy above 0.5 MeV are plotted for

comparison. They will be discussed below.

1. Low-lying unbound states in 209Pb: 5 MeV < Ex < 8.5 MeV

Neutron angular correlations measured in this energy region are displayed in Fig.9. An-

gular correlations for the ground state transition are presented for three energy bins in the

209Pb excitation energy spectrum of Fig.2(b)) , e.g. the structure observed around 6.6 MeV,

and adjacent lower (Ex < 6.2 MeV) and higher (7 MeV < E1 < 8 MeV) energy bins.

Fig.9 also displays the angular correlations measured in the region below 8.5 MeV for the

transitions to the 3~ and 5~ states. These angular correlations display a strong peaking

at backward angles, in particular for ground state transitions where about 4 to 5 times

more counts are observed in the detectors located close to 180° than in those around 90°.

They have been analyzed following the procedure reported in section IV.A. The results are

reported in Table I.

The angular correlations measured for ground state transitions have been compared to

the theoretical functions of Fig.4, for each possible initial single-particle configuration. The

theoretical curves giving the best agreement with the data are shown in Fig.9. The angular

correlation measured for excitation energies below 6.2 MeV is well reproduced by assuming

that neutrons are emitted by 7/2+ states, due to a primary excitation of the Ig7/2component

in the (a,3He) reaction. For the 6.6 MeV structure, a more pronounced backward yield may
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be observed, which is well reproduced by the theoretical angular correlation for Ji11/2 emitting

states, as shown in fig.9. On the other hand, the result of the least square fitting procedure

for the ground state decay of the 7-8 MeV excitation energy bin indicates that corresponding

neutrons are mainly emitted from gy/2 states.

Above 7 MeV, neutron decay to the 3" state becomes energetically possible and the

angular correlation measured for neutron decay of the 7.2-8 MeV excitation energy bin to

the 3~ and 5~ is reasonably reproduced by the predictions for a hn/2 state, decaying by

a ds/2 partial wave. On the other hand, the angular correlation for the decay of the 7.8-

8.5 energy bin to the 5~ state can be fitted by assuming a mixing of 50% &n/2 and 50%

kn/2 states, decaying by pure Si/2 and /7/2 partial waves, respectively. The corresponding

theoretical angular correlations are shown in Fig.9.

About 70% of the 209Pb states excited by the (a,3He) reaction below 7.5 MeV decay

by 7-ray emission, as inferred from the measured neutron multiplicity displayed in Fig.8.

This part of the inclusive spectrum displays narrow peaks, whose energies are given in

Table I. Neutron decay for these high-spin states, in particular kn/2 components becomes

possible only above the threshold for neutron emission to the 5~ states, leading to a neutron

multiplicity of about 0.7 at 8 MeV excitation energy.

The spin distributions adopted for the statistical calculations, which were displayed in

fig.5, are in good agreement with the spin values deduced from the angular correlation anal-

ysis . The observed multiplicity provides a strong constraint on the initial spin distribution

in 209Pb to be used in the calculations. Below 6.5 MeV, the mixing of 1=5 and 1=7 strengths

(corresponding to 2/tn/z and !713/2 subshells) together with the small 1<4 contribution ex-

tracted in the DWBA analysis [3] reproduces the observed multiplicity (see Fig.8) except for

the energies corresponding to the opening of the 3~ and 5~ decay channels, where threshold

effects may play an important role. These calculations provide lower limits on spin values

for the 7-ray emitting states, which are reported in table 1.
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2. The bump region: 8.5 MeV < Ex < 12 MeV

As shown in Fig.7, the strongest branching ratios correspond to neutron decay to groups

of states in 208Pb located around 4.0 and 4.9 MeV, with predominant transitions to the 7~

and the 1O+ yrast levels, respectively. Up to 10 MeV excitation energy, one observes also a

substantial decay branch to the 5~ state. The corresponding angular correlations are plotted

in Fig. 10, together with those observed for the very weak transitions to the ground and 3~

state.

The angular correlations for emission to the groups of states centered at 4.0 (7~)and 4.9

MeV (1O+) are almost isotropic. Such isotropy is expected when low (J, J-) partial waves are

predominant, due to the similar high spin values of the initial and final states. On the other

hand, the backward peaked angular distribution for the decay to the 5~ state is reasonably

reproduced by assuming that the initial state is fc17/2, as shown in Fig.10.

The transition to the 208Pb ground state was found to be extremely weak. The mea-

sured branching ratio (~ 3.10"3) as well as the corresponding angular correlation displayed

in Fig.10 illustrates the high sensitivity of the EDEN multidetector array. In spite of the

low statistics, one observes a backward peaking of the angular correlation, which is consis-

tent with the prediction for the decay of a ^17/2 state, as shown in the figure. The weak

transition to the 3~ state also displays an angular correlation consistent with predominant

fc]7/2 emitting states.

The predictions of the statistical model about the relative populations of the final states

in 208Pb are found to depend on the assumed spin distributions in 209Pb, particularly for

excitation energies below 10 MeV. In fact, the observed neutron spectra can only be repro-

duced by assuming that high spin states with J, equal to 17/2 are predominant. In order

to illustrate the sensitivity of the results to various spin assumptions, the neutron spectrum

from the decay of a 0.5 MeV energy bin in the central part of the bump is compared in

Fig.ll with two different calculated spectra. In this region, results of the DWBA analysis

[3] of inclusive angular distribution were consistent with a mixing of IA1 ?/2 and Ijia/z states,
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with some contribution of 2An/2 states. It can be seen in Fig.ll that the predicted strength

of the transition to the group of levels around 4.9 MeV (where known S+ and 1O+ states are

located) is multiplied by a factor of about 2 when the assumed percentage of 17/2+ states

varies from 50% (dotted line) to 80% (solid line). On the other hand, the calculated spectra

depend weakly on the remaining relative percentages of ll/2~ and 13/2~ states.

Statistical spectra, obtained from the procedure outlined in Section IV.B, and integrated

over the energy bins 8.5-10 MeV and 10-12 MeV, are compared with the data in Fig.12. The

excess of cross section experimentally observed for several final levels of 208Pb, especially the

ground state and the 3~ and 5~ low-lying collective states, can be interpreted as resulting

from non-statistical, direct decay branches. The extraction of corresponding direct branching

ratios will be presented in Section V.C.

As shown in Fig.8, the measured neutron multiplicity of neutrons with energy above the

experimental threshold of 0.5 MeV increases from about 0.6 at 8.5 MeV to 1 at 10 MeV and is

consistent with 1 above this excitation energy. The calculated multiplicity curve follows the

same features, with a saturation value of about 0.8 above 10 MeV for a neutron decay branch

of 1, due to missing neutrons with energy below 0.5 MeV. The origin of this discrepancy,

which is larger than the possible experimental uncertainty (estimated to be about 15%) may

be explained by the excess of high energy neutrons observed experimentally.

3. The continuum region: Ex > 12 Me V

As shown in Fig.8, the measured multiplicity is consistent with one well above the 11.3

MeV threshold for two-neutron emission. Such behaviour is expected given the high-spin

values of the 208Pb unbound states populated after emission of the first neutron, which

inhibit the decay to low-lying low-spin 207Pb levels. The rise of the multiplicity curve with

excitation energy between 13.5 and 16 MeV is related to the growing competition between

one- and two-neutron emission, which occurs above the threshold energy for decay to the

isomeric 13/2+ state at 1.6 MeV in 207Pb. The rise of the neutron multiplicity is very
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well reproduced by the statistical calculations (see Fig.8), assuming that the (a,3He) cross

section is mainly due to the excitation of initial states with spin 17/2,19/2 and 21/2, with

the relative percentages taken from Réf. [20] which have been displayed in Fig.5.

Above 16 MeV, the average multiplicity of neutrons with En >0.5 MeV is found to

be about 1.5. This value is consistent, within error bars, with the prediction of statistical

calculations, and corresponds to a predominant two-neutron emission, since undetected low-

energy neutrons constitute an important part of the neutron spectra.

Provided tnat angular correlation effects may be neglected, the neutron-coincident spec-

trum of Fig.3(b) is expected to originate from the convolution of the singles spectrum with

the experimental multiplicity curve of fig.8. This is fully verified in the 12-20 MeV region

and the bump observed at 16 MeV is related to the abrupt change in the energy dépendance

of the multiplicity, due to predominant two-neutron decay above this energy.

Neutron spectra corresponding to the decay of four energy bins in 209Pb between 12 and

20 MeV excitation energy are displayed in Fig.13 as a function of the energy EXb defined

in Eq. 1, and compared with the corresponding calculated spectra. The exponential shapes

of the spectra are nicely reproduced by statistical calculations on a large range of neutron

energies, especially above 14 MeV excitation energy.

Transitions to the groups of levels at 4.0 and 4.9 MeV, which dominate the neutron

spectra below 12 MeV excitation energy in the bump region (see fig.l2), are clearly observed

up to 16 MeV. The excess of neutron decay relative to statistical predictions amounts to

only about 7% of the total cross section in the 12-14 MeV region, and 1.5% for the 14-16

MeV region.

Due to the logarithmic plot, the very weak one-neutron decays to the ground and 3~

states in 208Pb can be observed in this whole excitation energy range. On the other hand,

no significant decay to the 5~ state could be seen above 13 MeV. The angular distribu-

tions measured for the transitions to the ground and 3~ state are shown in Fig. 14. The

asymmetry relative to 90° which is clearly observed for the ground state decay in Fig.14

may be interpreted as the signature of a reaction mechanism involving elastic break-up of
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the a projectile. It is worth noticing that the corresponding value of .£?<,_& is smaller than

1%, showing the very weak effect of this process at the backward angles where neutrons

were detected. On the other hand, the low-energy neutrons which are predominant in the

decay of the 209Pb continuum display a nearly isotropic angular correlation, (see Fig.14), in

agreement with the predictions of the statistical model.

A detailed study of two-neutron emission was beyond the scope of this experiment.

However, it was possible to extract the 207Pb final energy spectrum which is displayed

in Fig.15 . The energy resolution as well as the statistics are rather poor, as they have

been obtained by summing the energies of two coincident neutrons and subtracting a large

background of random coincident events. However, at least three structures can clearly be

distinguished in this spectrum. The 207Pb ground state is only weakly excited. The main

structure observed at 1.6 MeV in 207Pb corresponds to the feeding of the isomeric 13/2+

state at 1.633 MeV. The low 7-ray yield associated with the decay of the 16-20 MeV energy

region, observed in Fig.2(c), may in fact be explained by the existence of this isomeric

state. The main component of the structure observed around 4 MeV has been tentatively

identified with the known [23] 15/2" state at 4.115±15 keV. This conclusion is supported

by the observation of a 2.487 keV 7-ray from the Ge(Li) detector in coincidence with 3He

particles feeding the region of 209Pb above 16 MeV, which very probably connects the 15/2"

state to the 13/2+ isomeric state .

The two-neutron-emission component of the decay spectrum can give rise to bumps,

related to the predominant excitation of a particular level in 207Pb. In particular, the origin

of the broad bump observed at EXb ~ 10 MeV in Figs.3 may be attributed to the feeding of

the 13/2+ state at 1.33 MeV, as confirmed by the statistical calculations.

In conclus;on, the observed rise of the neutron multiplicity above 13.5 MeV, related to the

opening of decay channels of two-neutron emission exciting high spin states in 207Pb, is well

reproduced by the statistical model calculations. The statistical fraction of the total decay

cross section which is deduced from our calculations for the [12-14 MeV] and [14-16 MeV]

regions is very large, as it amounts to about 92% and 98%, respectively. Above 16 MeV, the
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neutron decay spectra appear to be mainly statistical, leading to the conclusion that there

is an almost complete thermalization of the single-particle mode above this energy.

B. Determination of F^/P branching ratios

The final states of 208Pb populated in the neutron decay of 209Pb have been presented in

Fig.3. Due to the good energy resolution provided by the multidetector EDEN, the peaks

corresponding to the excitation of the O+ ground state and the 3~ and 5~ collective states

are well separated. Consequently one can extract a direct branching ratio for each of these

individual states. Decay to high-spin states (7~,8+,10+...) located at higher energy and

selectively populated among a high density of levels, will also be discussed, and compared

with statistical model predictions in order to obtain information on the role of these states

in the decay of 209Pb.

The dépendance of statistical branching ratios (r|,/r)cajc on excitation energy in the

7 to 12 MeV region is presented in Fig. 16 for transitions to the ground state and to the

main excited levels or groups of levels of 208Pb. These calculated values can be compared

with the corresponding measured branching ratios, which are also displayed in the same

figure. Experimental and calculated branching ratios integrated over the low-energy and

high-energy parts of the 10 MeV structure are also given in table 2.

Below 7 MeV only the decay to the ground state is energetically possible, so that it is

not possible to determine whether the decay is statistical or direct. In a wide excitation

energy range around 10 MeV, the experimental branching ratios for the ground state, the

3~ and 5~ states are clearly higher than the predicted ones. The branching ratio measured

for the decay to the ground state is quite low but at least one order of magnitude larger than

predicted by the statistical model. In the 8.5-10 MeV region, the experimental 5~ branching

ratio is higher than the one measured for the 3~ state. In the 10-12 MeV region, the

branching ratios for the 3~ and 5~~ states are found experimentally to be quite comparable,

whereas statistical calculations predict a larger decay branch to the 5~ state. However, the
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experimental values are generally significantly larger than the calculated ones.

This is an important result leading to the conclusion that a sizeable amount of direct

decay can be extracted and compared to theoretical predictions. The normalization factor

F to be used in equation (6) was found to be about 0.80. The direct branching ratios FT/F

thus deduced from Eq. (7) are reported on Table II. It is difficult to evaluate the possible

error bars on these values, particularly when the statistical branching ratios are not much

smaller than the experimental ones, as in the case of the 3~ and 5~ decay branches of the

8-9 MeV energy bin. However one has to recall that the parameters ot *.he present statistical

model calculations were adjusted in order to maximize the statistical decay contribution.

Therefore the numbers given in Table II may be considered in the worse case as a lower

limit on the direct branching ratios, the higher limit being (rn/T)exp if, on the contrary, the

statistical contribution were negligible.

The sum of the direct branching ratios to the ground state and to the 3~ and 5~ states,

averaged over the 8.5-12 MeV excitation energy range, amounts to 6%. This value is quite

comparable to the corresponding quantity found experimentally for the direct neutron decay

of the Giant Monopole Resonance in the lead region [24].

We also extracted the branching ratio corresponding to the groups of levels around 4

MeV and 4.9 MeV, labelled (7~) and (1O+) in Fig.16, respectively. However, many levels

are known in these energy regions in addition to the 7~ state at 4.037 MeV and the 1O+

state at 5.010 MeV, therefore the comparison with the predictions of microscopic structure

calculations is not possible in practice. The decay to the region around the 7~ state is in

agreement with the predictions of the statistical model. On the contrary, the decay to the 10+

region is not reproduced by the calculation (see Figs. 12 and 15), implying that there may

be some direct decay to high spin non-collective states. However, this conclusion cannot

be firmly established, due to the uncertainties in the level densities in this intermediate

excitation energy region.
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VI. SUMMARY

The neutron decay of high spin resonant states in 209Pb excited by the (a,3He) reaction

has been investigated for the first time over a wide range of excitation energies with the mul-

tidetector EDEN. The unique performance of this neutron detector allowed the measurement

of angular correlations, branching ratios and neutron multiplicity with high statistics and

accuracy. The dependence of the multiplicity on energy, as well as the results of the angular

correlation analysis, have confirmed the high spin character of the emitting states.

High lying single-particle modes in 209Pb, corresponding to the 2hu/2, ljn/2 and lki7/2

subshell and located between 8.5 and 12 MeV excitation energy, display significant direct

feeding of the ground state and low-lying collective states in 208Pb. The comparison of

the direct branching ratios deduced from the experiment with microscopic nuclear structure

calculations is underway.

On the other hand, it should be stressed that the strong population of the 1O+ level at 4.9

MeV and neighbouring levels could not be reproduced by the present statistical calculations.

It cannot be fully excluded that a better choice of the level density parameters and spin

distribution in the emitting nucleus, used as input data of these calculations, would lead to

a better agreement between experimental and statistical branching ratios. Otherwise, the

present data may be interpreted as an evidence for direct decay branches to non-collective

levels, which could act as doorway states in the damping process. It can be noticed that

such decay mode is presently not included in the microscopic theory of the damping of the

simple modes of excitation of the nucleus.

Above 16 MeV, the very weak population of the ground state of 208Pb could be partly due

to an elastic break-up process, as inferred from the angular correlation results. The present

experiment clearly shows that continuum states above this energy have a decay pattern

almost fully consistent with the statistical assumption, which leads to the conclusion that

the degree of thermalization of the single particle mode is close to 1 at excitation energies

higher than 16 MeV in the Lead region. The present data will be compared in a forthcoming
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paper with the results from similar experiments on 48Ca, 90Zr and 120Sn, which are carried

out in order to establish the dependence on mass and excitation energy of the damping

process of high-lying single-particle modes in nuclei.
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TABLES

TABLE I. Decay Of209Pb unbound states observed below 8.5 MeV in the 208Pb(a,3He) reaction.

Spin values for neutron emitting states are proposed on the basis of the angular correlation analysis

(see text). Excitation energies and proposed limits on spin values of unbound levels or groups of

levels which decay by 7-ray emission are listed in the right part of the table.

Ex(MeV) decay B J, Ij 1 E1(MeF) decay J,

«; b) c) d) 1 e) fj_

1

< 5 - 6.2 > n->GS 0.30 7/2 g7/2 1 4.94 7 > 11/2

1 5.49 7 > 11/2

1

< 6.2 - 7 > n-»GS 0.32 11/2 /in/2 1 6.62 7 > 13/2

1

< 7 - 8 > n-»GS 0.12 7/2 g7/2 1 7.10 7 > 13/2

1 7.42 7 > 13/2

1

< 7.2 - 8.5 > n-» 3~ 0.14 11/2 ds/2 1 7.66 7 > 13/2

1

< 7.8 - 8.5 > n-> 5~ 0.42 11/2(50%) a1/2 1 8.30 7 > 17/2

17/2(50%) /7/2 1

1

< 8 - 8.5 > n-»GS 0.02 1
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oj Energy bin considered in the angular correlation analysis.

b) Branching ratio.

c) Spin values of the emitting states, proposed on the basis of the angular correlation

analysis (see text).

d) Assumed partial wave.

e) Excitation energies of levels or group of levels decaying by f-iay emission. The un-

certainty is estimated to be about 40 keV.

f) The proposed limit on spin values of 7-ray emitting states is related to the inhibition

of low-energy neutron emission, due to the existence of the centrifugal barrier.
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TABLE H. Direct branching ratios determined for the high-lying structure at 10 MeV in 209Pb.

Values of TT/r are extracted according to equation (6).

E* (rn/r)e:cp

(MeV) (%)

< 8.5 - 10 > -+GS 0.52 ± 0.20

-» S" 3.3 ± 0.4

->5~ 12.3 ± 0.4

< 10 - 12 > -»GS 0.37 ± 0.12

-v 3~ 1.8 ± 0.2

-> 5- 2.4 ± 0.3

(FnTTW,

0.04

1.5

6.7

0.01

0.4

1.4

rT/r

0.49

2.1

7.0

0.36

1.5

1.3
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FIGURES

FIG. 1. Schematic representation of the decay process of a high-lying single-particle state.

FIG. 2. 208Pb(a,3He)209Pb spectra: (a) single spectrum; (b) coincidence with neutrons detected

by EDEN; (c) coincidence with 7-rays detected by EDEN; (d) coincidence with the 779 keV or

1423 keV 7-rays from 209Pb, detected by the Ge(Li) counter; (e) coincidence with the 583 keV or

2613 keV 7-rays from 208Pb, detected by the Ge(Li) counter.

FIG. 3. Population of final states in 208Pb from the neutron decay of 209Pb between 4 and 20

MeV excitation energy.

FIG. 4. Neutron angular correlations calculated for the ground state decay of an initial state

in 209Pb populated by a nlj direct transfer.

FIG. 5. Spin distribution of initial 209Pb states, which have been used as input for the statistical

calculations leading to the extraction of direct FT/T branching ratios (see text).

FIG. 6. Experimental neutron spectra, displayed as function of final 208Pb excitation energy

and corrected for detector efficiency, for three 0.5 MeV wide energy bins in 209Pb. They are com-

pared with statistical spectra, calculated using the assumptions reported in the text and convoluted

with the resolution of the detectors. For the 10.5 and 13 MeV slices, the dotted line corresponds

to calculations performed using a standard 208Pb level density (see text).

FIG. 7. Branching ratios Tn /F of transitions to the 208Pb ground state and excited levels or

group of levels.

FIG. 8. Multiplicity of neutrons with energies above 0.5 MeV, as function of excitation energy

in 209Pb (experimental points), compared with the predictions of the statistical model (histograms).
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FIG. 9. Angular correlations of neutrons from different energy bins below 8.5 MeV in 209Pb,

compared with theoretical curves for J0 —» Jb transitions. The corresponding partial waves con-

sidered in the calculations are indicated into brackets. Density matrices for initial states with J0

equal to 7/2 and 11/2 were calculated assuming (a,3He) transfer to the 2g7/2 and 2hll/2 orbitals,

respectively

FIG. 10. Angular correlations of neutrons emitted from 209Pb in the bump region. The groups

of final states labelled (7~) and (1O+) are located around 4 and 4.9 MeV in 208Pb, respectively.

Angular correlations to the ground state and to the 3~ and 5~ states are compared with predictions

for decay of an initial state with spin 17/2

FIG. 11. Comparison of the decay spectrum of the 9.5 MeV excitation energy bin in 208Pb

with the results of statistical calculations. For the 9.5 MeV energy bin, the full line corresponds

to an assumed spin distribution: 80% 17/2+, 10% 13/2~, 10% 11/2"; the dotted line corresponds

to 50% 17/2+, 50% 11/2-.

FIG. 12. Neutron spectra (histograms) from the high-spin single-particle structure observed

around 10 MeV excitation energy in 209Pb, compared with the predictions of the statistical model

(solid lines). The channel width is 0.05 MeV, except for neutrons feeding the ground state of 208Pb

which are displayed using a 0.25 MeV channel width.

FIG. 13. Experimental neutron spectra (histograms) from four energy bins above 12 MeV hi

209Pb, displayed as a function of apparent excitation energy in 208Pb. The channel width is 0.25

MeV for weakly populated low-lying states in 208Pb corresponding to neutron energies above 8

MeV, and 0.1 MeV for higher EZb values. Corresponding spectra predicted by statistical model

calculations (solid lines) are also shown for comparison.

FIG. 14. Angular correlations measured for neutrons emitted by 209Pb in the 16-20 MeV energy

range.
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FIG. 15. Summed energy spectrum of two coincident neutrons feeding the 207Pb nucleus.

FIG. 16. Branching ratios for neutron decay to different states in 208Pb, compared with the

predictions of statistical calculations.
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